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CREATIVA
INNOVATIVE CREATIVE

The flush to fit skirting board option that is Creativa, offers a sophisticated solution for the tomorrow's living. With modern yet timeless aesthetics, pioneering functionality and a number of other, more convincing features make this the skirting board option for the more discerning.

Perfectly integrated: The skirting board is built into the wall which leaves a clean and smooth finish, no protruding lines with an elegant and timelessly appealing design result. The benefits go far beyond the aesthetics. Furniture is unobstructed from being set against a wall with cleaning dusty skirting boards now resigned to the past.

Expertly designed: A wide array of decorative finishes, from classic woods to modern aluminum, leaves nothing to the imagination. This unique profile hides annoying cables and can be supplemented with LED elements to create a discreet surrounding lighting effect or atmospheric mood lighting.
FLUSH FITTING

THE ADVANTAGES IN A NUTSHELL

- Timeless design, simply changing of the furniture
- Flat side surface reduces dust build up
- Effective sound insulation
- Cable channel and LED lighting
- Wide choice of materials
- Precise assembly

Scan for product video
The aluminium base track is quick and easily mounted to the wall before or after the screed is applied and can also serve as a cleaner edge finish. The cover profile snaps easily with one click onto the basic rail.

TECHNICALLY SOPHISTICATED
CONSTRUCTION AND ASSEMBLY

1. MASONERY
2. PLASTER BOARD
3. FLOORING
4. CLIPS FOR BAR
5. SOUND INSULATION
6. ALUMINIUM- OR WOOD DECOR
EASY AND QUICK ASSEMBLY

Assembly Step 1
The fixing points are aligned with two arrowheads at the cutting check and fixed to the wall.

Assembly Step 2
Mounting device is clipped onto the base rail. Two mounting devices are required per base rail.

Assembly Step 3
The base rail is fixed into the position elements and adjusted symmetrically.

Assembly Step 4
The mounting device brings the receiving strip into balance. The positioning is done via the built-in spirit levels.

Assembly Step 5
The base rail is lifted slightly to allow the backside to be coated in a fast drying adhesive.

Assembly Step 6
The angle adjusted free hanging base rail is then carefully placed against the wall until the glue hardens.

Assembly Step 7
After a short time adhesive will dry. The drying time depends primarily on the adhesive used.

Assembly Step 8
After drying the mounting devices can be unclipped.

Assembly Step 9
The decorative cover can be clipped onto the base rail.
PERFECTLY IN LINE
ELEGANT AND TIMELESS

Beneath the surface of this modern design profile is technically sophisticated solutions. The wall integrated fitting system is not just an eye-catcher; it also provides an acoustic advantage through its effective impact sound insulation.

The height and tilt adjustability of the base profile can compensate for any unevenness in the wall while the cover panel compensates for the uneven floor. This is the perfect appearance that will eventually also flow into the flexible cornering system.

**Cover Panel I**
12,8x76,5 mm

**Cover Panel II**
12,8x63,8 mm

**Base Profile I**
15x92,6 mm

**Base Profile II**
15,2x92,6 mm
The Alustar skirting boards combine a form of minimalist design whilst offering a profile that is robust and easy to maintain with its aluminium base material. These simple and elegant aesthetics gives a room a structured profile. At the same time as being delicate and resistant to ware, as well as offering a variety of different finishes, these profiles are suitable for a particularly versatile usage. The boards are easily installed with a strong adhesive and given their flexibility will fit to any wall and uneven plasterboard. The Alustar skirting boards are available in four heights and in the anodised colour silver. Other surface colours are available on request.
RESISTAR
THE NEW STANDARD IN PVC

Resistor is our new standard in waterproof PVC mouldings. Thanks to the water resistance that Resistar profiles exhibit, these can be used in constantly damp living areas, such as bathrooms, showers, toilets, kitchens, basements and garages. Not to mention that this profile would also be suitable for all the other „dry“ living areas in the home.

Waterproof Resistar-profiles have a higher fire rating than conventional wood or Wood fibre strips. In addition, the individually printable Resistar-profiles are resistant to discolouration.
13 FLOOR PROFILES
Alustar Floor Profiles
Stepstar
LVT
ALUSTAR FLOOR PROFILES
REFINED AND VERSATILE

The innovative floor profile system Alustar combines the advantages of sophisticated technical processes with modern aluminium and a unique variety of surface finishes. It includes reducer, transition and end profiles, anodised or can be coated with a variety of surface decors. Aluminium skirting boards complete the range. The Alustar products benefit from all of the exceptional properties of aluminium and thus provide excellent stability and strength with an extremely slender and timeless design.
6135
1,4x40 mm

6138
1,4x40 mm

6136
1,4x43 mm

6139
1,4x43 mm

6156 / 6140 fluted
1,4x34 mm
We are pleased to present this system development from PEDROSS that despite its diversity is very easy to use. Where traditional up to 15 different products could be used, STEP STAR can serve as one complete profile by combining all the features of these products in the same system.

The unique foldable height-compensating element allows the use of this stair nosing system for laminate, cork, veneer and multi-layered floors from 7 to 18.5 mm height.

The internally developed PEDROSS compensation element marries these unique benefits by adapting of the stair nosing on every floor heights between 7 to 18.5 mm by 1 mm increments with an additional fine adjustment of 0.5 mm. The lamellae are each folded in turn and thus reach the desired height. The height is printed on the disks themselves and the unused sections are easily separated and removed. A patented system that reduces stock levels on a single stair nosing system!
LVT-PROFILE
PETITE AND POWERFUL

The LVT flooring profiles from PEDROSS can characterised by their ability to be used in constantly damp areas or similar environments due to their design that integrates high dimensional stability. A robust surface layer protects against ugly scrapes and scratches, whilst also allowing for an easy to clean surface which makes them also hygienic. The individually printable LVT-profiles are resistant to discoulouration and colour fading.
ACCESSORIES AND SERVICE

Corner Pieces

Customised Finish as required
CNC machined aluminium matching accessories are available for the Alustar skirting boards. The practical end caps, connectors, external and internal corners save time during installation, avoiding sharp edges and ensure an absolutely perfect finish.

THE PERFECT FINISH
IN THE CORNER

Connecting piece  End cap  Inside Corner  Outside corner
PEDROSS CUSTOMISED WORK
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

As an innovation leader in the industry, we offer our customers the opportunity, not only with the floor accessories but also to refine products to their wishes. This dimensions and material play a subordinate role; whether aluminium rods or brass pipes, floor profiles in stainless steel or plastic, we give your products a surface finish according to your wishes! Thanks to our innovative digital printing process, we are able to implement every imaginative desire and transfer it to your profile.

We also offer the possibility to replace an existing decor coated profile through a new, freely selectable decor. In this sense you do not have to change the whole profile but only its surface. The solution for your slow seller!